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For the nature and adventure enthusiast: Roaming America is a visually stunning, ultimately practical guide to visiting the US
National Parks
Featuring breathtaking full-colour photographs showcasing the beauty of the parks
Suggested road trip itineraries and a map featuring all of the national parks
For the nature and adventure enthusiast: Roaming America is a visually stunning, ultimately practical guide to visiting the US
National Parks.
Combining breathtaking imagery, useful planning information for each national park, suggested itineraries, best-of recommendations, and
more Roaming America will give you all the inspiration you could need to plan your next national park road trip! Featured inside:
Coverage of all 59 US national parks, written from the firsthand perspective of the Hahnels, who have personally visited each park
on one EPIC road trip
Suggested road trip itineraries and a map featuring all of the national parks (plus a route you can take to travel to all of them in one
go!)
Round-up lists including the top national parks for scenery, where to avoid crowds, and which of the national parks are the most
underrate
Best-of recommendations featuring the most stunning national park hikes, backpacking trips, campgrounds, and lodges
Facts and tips for each national park, including when to visit, where to stay, hiking recommendations, places to take the best
photographs, and more
Practical planning advice such as road trip packing essentials, van life tips, and how to capture beautiful images of the national parks
Breathtaking full-color photographs showcasing the beauty of America’s national parks
Stories from the road, giving you a glimpse into the Hahnel’s journey to all 59 parks
In 2014, Renee and Matthew Hahnel left Australia to live in the United States, eventually settling in Seattle. They have been traveling
around the world and documenting their outdoor adventures on the popular Renee Roaming blog since 2016. Roaming America is
their first book.
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